The Views of Thai Buddhist Monks on a Good Death
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Abstract

Background: When Buddhist monks were sick, they had to take care of themselves, or they will be taken care of by other monks. The care may be provided until they recover from the illness or throughout life. The monks who are the caregivers go through near-death and death experiences. The purpose of this phenomenological study was to investigate the meanings of a good death based on the experience of 13 Thai Buddhist monks that providing care for the sick monks until the sick monks passed away. Method: Purposeful sampling was used to select participants who voluntarily participated in the study. In-depth interviews were the main methods of data gathering. Established trustworthiness of a qualitative inquiry based on quality criteria of Lincoln and Guba. The methodological interpretations of Diekelmann and Allen established the thematic analysis of this study. Results: Six main themes and six subthemes of a good death emerged from participants which formed the basis of the findings reported: (a) free from suffering, consisting of 1) death without life's restraints, 2) peaceful death, and 3) death as a sleeping person (but not awake); (b) natural death with good deeds; (c) awareness of death, composed of (1) accepting death, (2) preparation before death, and (3) letting things go; (d) last spirituality becoming a mental charity; (e) resting in peace; and (f) nirvana. Conclusion: The results of the present study could fulfill and extend the meanings of good death to a wider and deeper which are different from the previous studies.
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1. Introduction

Death is a natural and unavoidable subject. However, most people fear death and recognize death as a bad thing, bringing different actions to fight with death, or just to extend the breath and slow down death. This does not help patients to recover from illnesses, and it also causes the patients to suffer by using resuscitation devices and equipment. This is not consistent with the theme of achieving palliative care, which is to facilitate good death for patients with the end-of-life stage (1,2).

A good death is an important concept for end of life care. The main goal of the end of life care is a good death experience of patients and families. The question is what good death is. From overseas studies, some themes related to good death include death during sleep and sudden death (3), maintaining dignity and pride (4) preparing for death (5), not being burden of others (6,7), pain and symptom control (3,8), stopping the unnecessary treatment to prolong life (7,9-10) and spirit (7). According to a study by Miyashita and colleagues (11), the ten themes of good death were found. They were environmental comfort, life completion, dying in a favorite place, maintaining hope and pleasure, independence, physical and psychological comfort, good relationship with medical staff, not being a burden to others, good relationship with family, and being respected as an individual. In Thailand, there were several studies investigating the perspectives from the health care team (12,13), patients (14,15) and patients' relatives (16). The knowledge
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gained from these studies confirmed and reflected good death through the experiences of relevant people from different perspectives. The same focus was on the following three dimensions. The meanings of a good death in the physical dimension are death without suffering, peaceful death and death by natural causes. A good death in the psychological dimension includes death without worry, preparing for death and accepting death. In terms of the relationship dimension, a good death is having good relationships with family members and passing away among the beloved ones.

The themes of good death mentioned above are the perspectives of general people, but the perspectives of religious successors have never been studied. In Thailand, there are around 350,000 Buddhist monks in 40,000 temples. Over 90% of health personnel and Thais are Theravada Buddhists (17). The Buddhists have a way of life on the principles of Buddhism. All Buddhist activities are related to monks. Monks are both spiritual leaders and healers for Buddhists (18). It can be said that monks have important roles in the Buddhist way of life in religious rituals from birth to death, especially in the near-death stage and death. But even monks cannot avoid illness and death. Especially, if the patient at the end of life stage is a monk, it may make the nursing staff feel uncomfortable because of being unfamiliar with the way of life of a monk. They also do not know the right practices and the ways to respect the monks. They also often expect that the monks will help to lead the mind better than them. In the past, when the monks were sick, they had to take care of themselves or it was the obligation all monks. At the present, although each monk is living independently and has less time to take care of each other when the older monks are sick, they will be taken care of by younger monks or their followers (17). Even when the monks are sick, they still must hold disciplines and practices as prescribed by the Buddha (17), which are limited and different from general people. The monks who take care of the sick monks also must facilitate the sick monks to follow the disciplines both in the hospital and at the temple. Such care may be provided until the sick monks recover from the illness or throughout life (19,20).

The monks who are the caretakers, therefore, go through the experience of caring for the sick monks from the beginning until the end stage of life or death. For these reasons, the authors wanted to know how the monks who care for the sick monks perceive or give the meanings of good death; and what the experiences of the monks who care for the sick monks toward good death are. There are no research studies on Thai Buddhist monks’ experience of a good death. Therefore, there is remain a gap of knowledge of good death in the view of monks, that profound phenomena and context cannot be accessed to. As a result, the actual needs of the monks cannot be reached by the nursing practices. Fulfillment of the existing knowledge to cover all dimensions of a good death from the diverse perspectives of the concerned people can make it more complete. The phenomenological study, which is a qualitative research method, is an appropriate way to obtain the clarity of nature and the meaning of experience by interpreting the experience that reflects on the mind of that person (21). The obtained knowledge will lead to the expansion of the knowledge about good death covering all dimensions. It can be used in nursing planning to meet the needs of the sick monks and encourage them to achieve good death, which is consistent with and appropriate for society, culture, beliefs, and Buddhist paths. This study aims to describe the meanings of good death based on the experience of the Thai Buddhist monks who care for the sick Buddhist monks.

2. Methods

This qualitative study used Heideggerian hermeneutics phenomenology to guide the development of the research questions that evoked the narrative stories of daily experiences and guided analysis. Heideggerian hermeneutic phenomenological study focuses on understanding the phenomena and the meaning of phenomena through the perspectives of the owners of the experience in order to understand and describe the meanings of a good death as well as the experience of the Buddhist monks caring for the sick Buddhist monks. The participants were selected by a purposive sampling method. They were those experienced in the phenomena being studied and were willing to provide information through the interviewers. In this study, the participants were 13 monks who had experience in caring for the sick monks until the end of life: 8 of them were Dhammayuttika Nikaya monks (61.54%) and 5 of them were Maha Nikai monks (38.46%). The youngest
The research instruments included the researchers and the data collection instrument. The researchers were important instruments affecting the reliability of the data. The first researcher is a nursing instructor who completed a doctoral degree, has had experience in conducting qualitative research and teaching qualitative research for nearly 20 years. The two researchers have had experience in working in the Monk Ward and trained for conducting qualitative research with the first researcher which was their advisor. The data collection instrument was composed of two parts. The first containing closed questions on demographic characterization data: this included age, the length of ordination, experience in caring for sick monks, the educational level, and experience in Dhamma training, and the second was semi-structured interview guide, with open-ended questions composed by guiding questions such as: tell me about your experience of caring for sick monks who is dying. What is the meaning of good death? What does it mean for you to promote a good death? The monks were requested to explain their lived experiences in their own words. After the participants responded to the above question, more questions were asked to gain wealthier data, such as: Could you clarify this further? What is the meaning of that idea? and Could you please provide me an instance in order to assist us to more suitably comprehend your point of view?

The data were collected as follows: The letter explaining the study and the research consent forms was submitted to the abbot to ask for permission to see the monks who had experience in the phenomena being studied. All the participants were provided with a description of the purposes and the cooperation for the interview and the protection of the participants' rights. When the participants consented to participate in this study, they were invited to determine the convenient time and place for interviews. The researcher employed a face-to-face, semi-structured interview technique, lasting 45-60 minutes, audiotaped interview for data collection. Second researchers conducted all the interviews and terminated when the participants indicated they had no more to share or the saturation of data was reached and including the agreed upon length of time had elapsed. That is, the interpretation of the informants’ experience is clear and does not appear to contain new information or meanings.

The data collection and analysis occurred in parallel. Teamwork was used to analyze the data and followed the seven-stage process of Diekelmann and Allen (22), consisting of 7 steps: 1) reading and understanding the texts or messages from the interviews; 2) capturing key issues as indicators for organizing the information system; 3) validating and identifying theme; 4) identifying the composite theme; 5) examining and discussing the composite theme; 6) making a conclusion from all indexes, categories, and meanings; and 7) presenting the conclusion.

The researchers were the most important tools in collecting data and building trustworthiness of qualitative research. The first researcher is a nursing instructor completing a doctoral degree and has had experience in conducting qualitative research and teaching qualitative research for nursing doctoral students. The two researchers were registered nurses who have had extensive experience in providing care to many end-stage patients for more than 15 years and worked in Monk Ward. They were also trained in conducting qualitative research. The trustworthiness of the present study is supported by four criteria: credibility, dependability, conformability, and transferability (23). To achieve credibility: the data was verified by triangulation (method triangulation), including an in-depth interview, non-participant observation and note taking as well as member checks and the selection of experienced informants under the study phenomenon who can describe the experience as much and deep as possible for transferability. To determine data
dependability: the first researcher checked all of the studying processes, made decisions and agreed with the results in the study without conflicts. To obtain conformability: each researcher independently analyzed the data and had the meeting to check the results and describe the phenomena studied so that it can be checked by the first researcher. Transferability was done by selecting a variety of informants with differences in living area, age, length of ordination, the number of sick monks who were given care and educational level to obtain full and comprehensive information.

Ethical approval was given by the Institutional Review Board of the Ethics Committee in Human Research, Khon Kaen University, Thailand. The participants were informed of ethical principles considered during this study in terms of anonymity, confidentiality of collected data and the right to withdraw from this study at any time without being penalized. Also, permission to audiotape the interviews was obtained. The participants also were provided with the details of the study method and process including the possible need for follow up interviews. All collected data was kept with respect to the principle of confidentiality and anonymity by the researcher and only shared with the research team members for research purposes. Anonymity was preserved through using a coding system instead of their names. During an in-depth interview, participants were free to drain their feelings, and they were comfortable to talk about their feelings experiences.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Results
Six main themes and six subthemes emerged from the analysis that described good death based on the views of Thai Buddhist monks in this present study, as below:

**Theme 1. Free from Suffering**

A good death which is free from suffering includes 3 subthemes: 1) death without life’s restraints, 2) peaceful death, and 3) death as a sleeping person (but not awake). A good death based on this view reflects a view of a good death related to physical symptoms as a result of disease progression and treatment. That is, when the disease progresses to the end stage, most of the patients usually suffer from a variety of conditions such as pain, breathing difficulty, fatigue, relying on ventilators, and inserting medical devices into the body, which are the causes of suffering. So, a good death must be without suffering.

“Being treated with intravenous injection, ventilator insertion or tracheostomy causes suffering and makes patients not able to speak. Some patients’ hands are tied to the bed because they try to pull the medical devices out. It seems suffering and not natural.” (Id12010818-20)

“Good death is dying without pain and suffering. If it is suffering, it is difficult to be conscious.” (Id08010615-17)

“Dying easily is good like not being sick or suffering for a long time. It is good to die like we sleep as we do not have to suffer and cause troubles to others.” (Id11010203-07)

**Theme 2. Natural Death with Good Deeds**

A good death according to this view refers to a natural death, which is the natural law that everything is in the three marks of existence. Each person has a limited and unequal life expectancy depending on the actions taken while living. Creating good Karma throughout the life cycle results in a good death. Therefore, a good death in terms of natural death means death at the right time with accumulated good Karma. So, having good or bad death depends on the outcome of the Karmas of each person.

“Good death is natural death based on life expectancy or being old. It is not sudden death such as dying from accidents or being killed. Death by natural causes is good. Everyone wants to live long without having diseases.” (Id10010218-22)
“Good death allows us not causing troubles with others. Good karmas lead to a good death.” (Id01010417-19)

**Theme 3. Awareness of Death**

Awareness of death consists of 3 subthemes: 1) accepting death, 2) preparation before death, and 3) letting things go. This meaning considers death as the truth which is a part of life that cannot be avoided and it can happen all the time. It allows people to accept death, live life carefully and always thinks of death. This will result in preparation before death and handling the unfinished work in order to not being burdened on someone behind. When it comes to accepting and preparing for death, it will make the mind clear and let things go because there is nothing to worry about anymore.

“To have a good death, we have to always think that we will die some days, so we have to live life carefully and accept death. Finally, we will be able to let everything go.” (Id08010512-15)

“We have to handle what we worry about, or assign to children or grandchildren so that we can die without worry. If we die with worry, it is not a good death.” (Id011010222-26)

“Right, a good death is to die without worry. We have to let things go so that we can rest in peace, not going to the hell but going to heaven instead as we have done good karmas.” (Id09010622-24)

**Theme 4. Last Spirituality Becoming a Mental Charity**

A good death is that the last spirituality becomes a mental charity. It means that the spirituality adheres to Buddha, Dhamma, and Sangha while dying and recalls the merit and good things that have been done all life and tries to make spirituality become mental charity and joy, not a distraction, consciousness and mental peace.

“Good death is that people must have confidence and remember the merits that they themselves have made and believe in Buddha, Dhamma, and Sangha. Because when we are going to die, if we think of the merits that we have been made, it will cause ecstasy, calm and consciousness.” (Id04010319-22)

“It can be good death anytime if we prepare for it and have consciousness and peach mind. If we have a peaceful mind, we will have a good death.” (Id11010415-18)

**Theme 5. Resting in Peace**

A good death is resting in peace. This implies that after dying, the death will live in a good place and do not fall into the four abysses: hell, demon, ghost, and beast.

“Good death must be in peace in a paradise and not fall into the four abysses: hell, demon, ghost, and beast. Before dying, people are told to rest in peace and not to suffer from anything.” (Id11010408-11)

**Theme 6. Nirvana**

Nirvana in terms of a good death means death at the end of the passion and free from the cycle of birth and death. It is the best death or the highest level of death. To reach nirvana, going through practices for hundreds of years is needed.

“It is right that good death is nirvana as we do not have to be in the cycle of birth and death. It is a good death in Buddhism.” (Id08010624-25)

“Nirvana is the highest level of death that we do not have to rebirth or be in the cycle of birth and death. For some people, it takes a long time to practice to reach nirvana even the Buddha still had to practice for 500 lives, but only 10 last Jatakas have been explained; Vessantara was his last life.” (Id12010524-27).
3.2 Discussion

The purpose of this present study was to investigate the meanings of a good death based on the experience of the monks who provided care for sick monks. The study revealed that a good death consisted of six main themes and six subthemes: (a) free from suffering, consisting of 3 subthemes: 1) death without life’s restraints 2) peaceful death and 3) death as a sleeping person (but not awake); (b) natural death with good deeds; (c) awareness of death, composed of 3 subthemes 1) accepting death 2) preparation before death and 3) letting things go (d) last spirituality becoming a mental charity (e) resting in peace and (f) nirvana. The definitions of a good death in themes 1-4 were consistent with the Institute of Medicine (24), which stated that “good death” is the death without physical and spiritual suffering that can be avoided by relatives, patients, and health personnel. Generally, it should meet the wishes of patients and relatives on the basis of medical, cultural and ethical standards. The National Strategic Plan for End-of-Life Health, B.E. 2557-2559 (25) stated that “good death means the death that patients get relief from both physical and mental suffering adequately”. They also received spiritual care based on their faith, religion, and culture. They can also be able to clear everything and express their desire for care in the end stage of life for dying peacefully with the dignity of humanity. However, these meanings do not cover the meanings of death in themes 5 and 6 of this study.

The meaning of a good death based on the first theme, which is death without suffering is consistent with previous studies of good death based on the patients’ perception (14,26), family members (16,27) nurses and health care team (12,13,28) caregivers who are relatives or family members (1,29). It was found that a good death is death without suffering and not using respirators to prolong life. Giving this meaning describe how patients in the last stage of life suffer from various symptoms such as pain and breathing difficulty. Such symptoms cause suffering to the patients. In addition, some patients have to be treated by using ventilator and inserting medical devices. The monks providing care recognized that this caused the suffering of the patients (13).

A good death is a natural death with good deeds. In Buddhism, there are two types of death: natural death or death based on life expectancy, which is good death and unnatural death such as death from accidents or being killed, which is bad death (30). This also includes death from making some mischief like killing animals causing short-lived. However, making good Karmas affects the after-death stage that leads the dead people to the good new order (31). Natural death based on life expectancy with good deeds in this study is different from previous studies. That is, natural death based on the views of general people is breathlessness without rescuing or prolonging life, or death without penetrating, operating or inserting with medical equipment. On the contrary, natural death based on the views of monks refers to the death of life through the process of every stage of the life from birth to death and the death based on the end of life. There is also a difference in the issue of creating good Karma while living leading to a good death.

The next theme is awareness of death, which is based on the Buddhist doctrine of the three marks of existence or the law of nature that no one can avoid it. Understanding the nature of death allows people to accept death and let go of everything, even their own self. Both physical and mental aspects are prepared before death (32-34). It is a good death. This is different from previous studies. That is, in the views of the monks, the focus of the rule of the three marks of existence is to understand death and be prepared before dying. Preparing for death for the monks are preparing the Dhamma preparation while general people focus on physical preparation such as property management, saying goodbye or ask for forgiveness from others.

Another two themes of a good death are last spirituality becoming a mental charity and resting in peace. According to the doctrine of Buddhism, a good death is death with fine spirituality which will lead to a peaceful place after death or not falling into the four abysses. But, if spirituality is not bright or fine, it will lead to a bad place (32-34). A good death based on this meaning is different from the previous studies which focused only on thinking of merits that have been done and concentrating on the calm and not to be distracted which is the basic meditation. But, based on the monks’ views, it is giving, strictly observing the precepts and making meditation and prayer. Prayer makes mental calm and focuses on advanced concentration to have the wisdom to understand the reality.
of life which is the three marks of existence (Impermanence (anicca), Unsatisfactoriness or “dis-ease” (dukkha) and Insubstantiality or “not-self” (anatta). It is letting everything go even body. Letting go can lead to peace.

The last theme is nirvana. Nirvana is peace, the "other shore" from samsara. According to Buddhist doctrine, nirvana is a condition where passion is gone. This is called the Buddhist saint (32-34). Nirvana is the highest goal in Buddhism. Strictly committed to practice is a way to get out of the transmigration of the soul or to achieve the nirvana (33,35). Good death based on this theme has not been found in the previous studies.

4. Conclusion

From the experiences of the monks providing care to the sick monks, the meanings of a good death are given in the ways that are both consistent and very different from the meanings of a good death from other previous studies. In terms of the consistency of the terminology, even it is similar but there are still significant differences based on the doctrines of religion such as in themes 2-3. However, it is different in themes 4-6, especially theme 6 which is completely different. The study recommends that 1) Nurses should assess the needs for the death of all monks with the end stage of life to plan the nursing practices in accordance with the needs of the monk and enhance good death. 2) Good death according to the monks’ views is related and linked to the doctrines in Buddhism. So, to promote good death in the monks, nursing personnel who provide care for monks should study the basic disciplines of Buddhism. 3) The administrators should provide training on doctrines and disciplines of Buddhism to the health personnel who provide care for monks. 4) The study to create a tool to assess the needs of a good death in the monks with the end stage of life using the data from the research as the basic information should be conducted. In addition, the study of a good death based on the experiences of the monks who provide care for the sick monks in other contexts should also be conducted.
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